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Abstract
This paper proposes end-to-end (E2E) non-autoregressive
sequence-to-sequence (S2S) voice conversion (VC) models that
extend two E2E text-to-speech models, VITS and JETS. In the
proposed E2E-S2S-VC models, VITS-VC and JETS-VC, the
input text sequences of VITS and JETS are replaced by the
source speaker’s acoustic feature sequences, and E2E models
(including HiFi-GAN waveform synthesizers) are trained using
monotonic alignment search (MAS) without external aligners.
To successfully train MAS for VC, the proposed models use a
reduction factor only for the encoder. The voice of a source
speaker is converted directly to that of a target speaker using a
single neural network in the proposed models in an S2S manner;
the duration and prosody between the source and target speech
can be directly converted. The results of experiments using
1,000 parallel utterances of Japanese male and female speakers
demonstrate that the proposed JETS-VC outperformed cascade
non-autoregressive S2S VC models.
Index Terms: end-to-end voice conversion, monotonic align-
ment search, sequence-to-sequence voice conversion

1. Introduction
Voice conversion (VC), which converts the voice of a source
speaker to that of a target speaker while preserving the linguis-
tic content of the speech, is an important technology for speech
communication [1]. Similarly to text-to-speech (TTS) [2, 3],
high-quality VC can be achieved by recently developed neural
networks [4]. In typical neural-network-based TTS and VC, in-
put text sequences or sequences of acoustic features of source
speakers are first converted to acoustic features of target speak-
ers by acoustic models. Speech waveforms of target speak-
ers are then synthesized from the converted acoustic features
by neural vocoders [4]. In TTS [2, 3] and framewise VC [5],
end-to-end (E2E) models have recently been proposed. These
can directly convert input text sequences or speech waveforms
of source speakers to speech waveforms of target speakers us-
ing a single neural network without intermediate acoustic fea-
tures. They outperform conventional cascade models with inter-
mediate acoustic features. However, because the conventional
E2E framewise VC performs frame-by-frame conversion, leav-
ing the temporal structure of the source speech unchanged, it is
difficult to convert the duration and prosody between the source
and target speech; this results in limited conversion quality.

In contrast to framewise VC models, sequence-to-sequence
(S2S) VC methods can directly control the duration and prosody
between source and target speech. In addition to their use for
normal VC [6,7], S2S methods have been investigated for emo-
tional VC [8], singing VC [9], normal-to-dysarthric VC [10],
and electrolaryngeal speech enhancement [11]. Although S2S

VC methods typically require parallel data for training, in con-
trast to non-parallel framewise VC, non-parallel S2S VC has
also been investigated [12]. In S2S VC, the temporal alignment
between the source and target sequences is trained by the atten-
tion mechanism [13] without external aligners. Compared with
recurrent neural network (RNN)-based S2S VC models [6, 7],
Transformer-based S2S VC models [14], such as Voice Trans-
former Network (VTN) [15–17], can achieve faster training and
higher conversion quality. However, because VTN uses the at-
tention mechanism and must have an autoregressive (AR) struc-
ture, its inference speed is slow, and converted voices are some-
times unstable due to the attention prediction error.

To achieve fast and stable S2S VC, a non-AR S2S VC
model has been proposed [18]. This model is based on a
non-AR neural TTS model, Conformer-based FastSpeech 2
(CFS2) [19], which uses a Conformer [20]-based encoder and
decoder instead of Transformer. In non-AR S2S VC, the align-
ment between the source and target sequences is first obtained
by using an AR teacher VTN, similarly to FastSpeech [21] in
TTS. The non-AR S2S VC model is then trained using durations
predicted by the teacher VTN based on CFS2 with variance (en-
ergy and fundamental frequency fo) conversion. Finally, con-
verted speech waveforms are synthesized from converted mel-
spectrograms by Parallel WaveGAN (PWG) [22]. The non-AR
S2S VC model (CFS2+PWG) can improve both the inference
speed and conversion accuracy, compared with VTN [18]. Ad-
ditionally, CFS2+PWG-based and RNN-based streaming mod-
els have been used for real-time applications [23,24]. However,
CFS2+PWG still has the following problems. P1) Three types
of neural network models (AR teacher VTN, CFS2-based VC
model, and PWG) are trained separately, and the prediction er-
rors from the teacher VTN and CFS2 are propagated to the final
PWG, resulting in low conversion quality. P2) The alignment
between the source and target sequences is still unstable de-
spite the use of teacher forcing in the teacher VTN. P3) There
is scope for improving the inference speed and synthesis qual-
ity of the neural vocoder because HiFi-GAN [25] outperforms
PWG in this respect. P4) In addition to mel-spectrograms, the
energy and fo of a source speaker are extracted in the inference.

To simultaneously solve the above problems in
CFS2+PWG, this paper proposes E2E non-AR S2S VC
(E2E-S2S-VC) models by extending two E2E neural TTS
models, VITS [2] and JETS [3]. VITS and JETS are E2E
TTS models that perform joint training of Glow-TTS [26]
and HiFi-GAN or FastSpeech 2 [27] and HiFi-GAN with
monotonic alignment search (MAS) [26] without external
aligners. The proposed E2E-S2S-VC models, VITS-VC and
JETS-VC, in which the input text sequences of VITS and
JETS for TTS are replaced with the source speaker’s acoustic
feature sequences, were implemented using ESPnet2-TTS [28].
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Figure 1: Network architectures of cascade and end-to-end non-autoregressive sequence-to-sequence voice conversion models. (a)
Baseline Conformer-based FastSpeech 2 with Parallel WaveGAN. (b) Proposed Conformer-based FastSpeech 2 with modified variance
adaptor and HiFi-GAN. (c) Proposed VITS-based end-to-end model. (d) Proposed JETS-based end-to-end model with modified vari-
ance adaptor. re and rd are the reduction factors for the encoder and decoder, respectively.
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Figure 2: Network architecture of modified variance adaptor
without source energy and fo input while predicting target en-
ergy and fo.

The results of preliminary experiments indicate that it is
very difficult to achieve E2E-S2S-VC by simply applying the
original architectures of VITS- and JETS-based TTS to the VC
task because the input source feature sequence for VC is much
longer than the input text sequence for TTS, and is too long to
train MAS between source and target features. To successfully
train MAS for VC, the proposed models use a reduction factor
(RF)1 [15–18] only for the encoder. This can stabilize the train-
ing of MAS by making the source feature sequence shorter than
the target feature sequence. The voice of a source speaker is
then converted directly to that of a target speaker using a single
neural network in the proposed E2E-S2S-VC models in an S2S
manner, such that the duration and prosody between the source
and target speech can be directly converted. Experiments were
conducted using a Japanese speaker dataset, which consists of
1,000 parallel utterances of one male speaker and one female
speaker [18, 23]. The results demonstrate that the proposed
JETS-VC outperformed the conventional CFS2+PWG [18]
with respect to conversion quality and inference speed. To
ensure the reproducibility of this study, some of the speech
samples and the PyTorch source code used in the experiments

1The RF reduces the length of sequences. If the RF is N , a tensor
[B, T , C] is reshaped to [B, T/N , NC], where B, T , and C are the
batch size, length of sequence, and number of channels, respectively.

are available on the demo page2. Furthermore, the dataset
used in the experiments will be published for the purpose of
accelerating speech synthesis research [30].3

2. Conventional VC and TTS models
2.1. Non-AR S2S VC model: CFS2+PWG

The network architecture of the conventional non-AR S2S VC
model, CFS2+PWG, is shown in Figure 1(a). The input source
mel-spectrograms, energy sequences, and log fo sequences are
analyzed from source speech waveforms and the input mel-
spectrograms (with RF for the encoder re) are converted to
the hidden features by the Conformer-based encoder. The in-
put energy sequences and log fo sequences are then resampled
by the length regulator according to the input durations and con-
verted to those of target speech waveforms in the variance adap-
tor. During the training, durations predicted by a teacher VTN
and ground-truth target energy sequences and log fo sequences
are used. During the inference, they are predicted in the vari-
ance adaptor and the predicted energy sequences and log fo se-
quences are added to the resampled hidden features. The hidden
features are then converted to the target mel-spectrograms (with
RF for the decoder rd) and the target speech waveforms are
synthesized by a separately trained PWG [18].

2.2. E2E TTS models: VITS and JETS

VITS, an extension of Glow-TTS [26], was proposed as an E2E
TTS model. During the training of Glow-TTS, the target mel-
spectrograms are converted to Gaussian white noise by a Flow-
based decoder, and alignment between the hidden features (con-

2https://ast-astrec.nict.go.jp/demo samples/e2e-s2s-vc/index.html
In addition to Japanese speech samples, English speech samples trained
using CMU-ARCTIC [29] are available on the demo page.

3The dataset includes 19,056 utterances of one female speaker and
19,058 utterances of one male speaker (about 18,800 utterances are par-
allel) for Japanese used in [31]. It also includes 14,000 utterances of
one female speaker and one male speaker (about 13,000 utterances are
parallel) for English. The sampling frequency of the dataset is 48 kHz.
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verted from the input text) and converted white noise is gradu-
ally obtained by MAS [26] without external aligners. During
the inference, the upsampled hidden features are converted to
the target mel-spectrograms by Flow-based inverse transforma-
tion. In VITS, the target linear spectrograms are converted to
latent variables by a variational auto-encoder (VAE) [32], and
the latent variables (instead of mel-spectrograms) are converted
both to Gaussian white noise (by a Flow-based decoder) and to
the target speech waveforms (by a HiFi-GAN generator). All
the network components are jointly trained, and the intermedi-
ate latent variables are optimized to minimize the training loss.
VITS can achieve higher-quality TTS than the cascade model
with Glow-TTS and HiFi-GAN [2].

Compared with VITS, which efficiently uses three types of
deep generative models (Flow [33], VAE [32], and GAN [34]),
JETS is a simpler E2E TTS model but it achieves higher syn-
thesis quality than VITS [3]. JETS performs joint training of
a FastSpeech 2-based acoustic model and a HiFi-GAN-based
speech waveform synthesizer with neither intermediate mel-
spectrograms nor external aligners; in contrast, CFS2-based
TTS models [19, 28] require external aligners. JETS uses an
alignment training framework proposed in [35] with MAS, and
alignment between the hidden features (converted from the in-
put text sequences) and the target mel-spectrogram sequences is
gradually obtained during training, similarly to VITS.

3. Proposed methods
3.1. Alternative cascade model with modified variance
adaptor and HiFi-GAN: CFS2′+HiFi-GAN

Before proposing E2E-S2S-VC models, an alternative cascade
model is proposed, named CFS2′+HiFi-GAN (Figure 1(b)).
HiFi-GAN, which can perform real-time and high-fidelity
speech waveform synthesis with a CPU, is used instead of
PWG. Additionally, a modified variance adaptor, without
source energy and log fo input, is proposed (Figure 2). In
contrast to the variance adaptor used in CFS2+PWG [18], the
hidden features resampled by the length regulator directly pre-
dict the target energy and log fo sequences without the need
for source energy and log fo sequences. Using the modified
variance adaptor, the analysis of the source energy and log fo
can be avoided while predicting the target energy and log fo se-
quences only from the source mel-spectrogram sequences, to
achieve high-fidelity conversion. In CFS2′+HiFi-GAN, sim-
ple repetition-based resampling is applied in the length reg-
ulator, as used in CFS2+PWG. As reported in [25, 28] for
TTS, the synthesis quality of HiFi-GAN is degraded when pre-
dicted mel-spectrograms are used. To improve the final syn-
thesis quality for TTS, both joint fine-tuning of pre-trained
CFS2 and HiFi-GAN models (ft) and joint training of CFS2 and
HiFi-GAN models from scratch (jt) were investigated [3, 28].
Therefore, both joint fine-tuning and joint training are used
for CFS2′+HiFi-GAN. By using fine-tuning, joint training, and
HiFi-GAN, the problems of CFS2+PWG, with the exception of
P2), can be solved.

3.2. E2E-S2S-VC models: VITS-VC and JETS-VC

As explained in Section 2.2, VITS and JETS successfully per-
form E2E TTS with MAS. To construct E2E-S2S-VC models,
VITS- and JETS-based E2E structures are applied to VC mod-
els, in models named VITS-VC and JETS-VC (Figure 1(c) and
(d)), respectively. In VITS-VC and JETS-VC, the input text se-
quences used in VITS and JETS for TTS are directly replaced

with the source speaker’s acoustic feature sequences. As in
CFS2+PWG and CFS2′+HiFi-GAN, simple mel-spectrograms
are used as the source speaker’s acoustic feature sequences in
both VITS-VC and JETS-VC. As explained in Section 1, it is
difficult to achieve E2E-S2S-VC by simply applying the orig-
inal architectures of VITS- and JETS-based TTS to the VC
task because the input source feature sequence for VC is much
longer than the input text sequence for TTS, and is too long to
train MAS between source and target features. To successfully
train MAS for VC, the proposed models include an RF only for
the encoder. By using an E2E framework and stable alignment
based on MAS, instead of a cascade framework and unstable
alignment predicted by an AR teacher VTN, all the problems of
CFS2+PWG, from P1) to P4), can be solved.

In JETS-VC, the modified variance adaptor of CFS2′+HiFi-
GAN is also used, so that the target energy and log fo are pre-
dicted only from the source mel-spectrogram sequences, to im-
prove the conversion quality. Similarly to JETS for TTS [3],
Gaussian resampling [36] is used in the modified variance adap-
tor of JETS-VC. In the proposed CFS2′+HiFi-GAN, VITS-VC,
and JETS-VC, the same network structures, discriminators for
HiFi-GAN, and loss functions are used as in CFS2, VITS, and
JETS, respectively. Although CFS2+PWG and CFS2′+HiFi-
GAN use RFs for both the encoder and decoder, VITS-VC and
JETS-VC use an RF only for the encoder.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental conditions

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed E2E-
S2S-VC models and compare them with the conventional cas-
cade models. All the S2S VC models were implemented in Py-
Torch based on ESPnet2-TTS [28] and trained using NVIDIA
Tesla A100 GPUs. The experiments were conducted with the
Japanese speaker dataset [30] introduced in Section 1. To align
the experimental conditions with those of [18], only 1,000 par-
allel utterances were used in the experiments. The training, val-
idation, and test sets contained 950, 25, and 25 utterances, re-
spectively [18]. The sampling frequency was 24 kHz.

As acoustic features, 80-dimensional mel-spectrograms
were analyzed. The FFT, window, and hop sizes were 1024,
1024, and 256, respectively. log fo sequences were analyzed
by the Dio and Stonemask algorithm [37], implemented in
ESPnet2-TTS. To obtain the alignment between the source and
target sequences for cascade models, teacher AR VTN models
were first trained, following [18]. The RFs for the encoder and
decoder were set to 3 in the teacher VTN and all the cascade
models, following [18]. CFS2+PWG and CFS2′+HiFi-GAN
with joint fine-tuning (ft) and joint training (jt) were then trained
as cascade models. To evaluate the effectiveness of the modi-
fied variance adaptor, CFS2′+PWG was additionally evaluated.
As E2E-S2S-VC models, VITS-VC and JETS-VC were trained,
with the RF for the encoder re set to 2 or 3. All the model con-
figurations were the same as those used in ESPnet2-TTS.

As the objective evaluation criteria, mel-cepstral distortion
(MCD), log fo root mean square error (RMSE), and character
error rate (CER) of automatic speech recognition (ASR) were
measured, following [3, 18, 28]. The MCD and log fo RMSE
were calculated by the ESPnet2-TTS toolkit [28], following [3].
The CER was calculated by a Conformer-based ASR, trained
using the CSJ corpus [38] by ESPnet [19]. The real-time factors
(RTFs) of all the S2S VC models for inference were measured
on an Intel Xeon 6152 CPU (1 core).
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Table 1: Results of objective evaluations. The values in the columns for mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) and log fo root mean square
error (RMSE) are the means and standard deviations. CER, RTF, ft, jt, and re are the character error rate of automatic speech
recognition, the real-time factor on an Intel Xeon 6152 CPU (1 core), joint fine-tuning, joint training, and the reduction factor for the
encoder, respectively.

Male −→ Female Female −→ Male

Method MCD [dB] log fo RMSE CER [%] MCD [dB] log fo RMSE CER [%] RTF

Original N/A N/A 1.0 N/A N/A 1.2

(Baseline) CFS2+PWG 5.83 ± 0.52 0.25 ± 0.07 3.4 4.74 ± 0.26 0.20 ± 0.04 4.4 3.44
CFS2′+PWG 5.50 ± 0.45 0.24 ± 0.08 3.0 4.76 ± 0.23 0.18 ± 0.06 6.8 3.41

CFS2′+HiFi-GAN (ft) 5.31 ± 0.58 0.22 ± 0.07 4.4 4.49 ± 0.31 0.19 ± 0.08 5.8 0.72
CFS2′+HiFi-GAN (jt) 5.95 ± 0.60 0.25 ± 0.06 12.7 4.80 ± 0.32 0.22 ± 0.08 12.5 0.72

VITS-VC (re = 2) 5.31 ± 0.43 0.23 ± 0.08 5.2 4.50 ± 0.30 0.18 ± 0.05 3.2 0.77
VITS-VC (re = 3) 5.36 ± 0.43 0.22 ± 0.07 5.4 4.58 ± 0.28 0.19 ± 0.06 5.8 0.76

JETS-VC (re = 2) 5.28 ± 0.42 0.23 ± 0.07 2.2 4.78 ± 0.36 0.21 ± 0.09 2.2 0.79
JETS-VC (re = 3) 5.38 ± 0.41 0.25 ± 0.09 2.8 4.59 ± 0.25 0.21 ± 0.09 3.0 0.78
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Figure 3: Results of MOS tests to evaluate naturalness and paired comparison tests to evaluate speaker similarity with 20 listening
subjects. The confidence level is 95%.

To evaluate the converted speech subjectively, mean opin-
ion score (MOS) tests were conducted to evaluate naturalness,
and paired comparison tests were conducted to evaluate speaker
similarity. According to the results of the objective evaluations,
CFS2+PWG, CFS2′+HiFi-GAN (ft), JETS-VC (re = 2), and
JETS-VC (re = 3) were compared. The VITS-VC models were
not evaluated because the CERs of these models were higher
than those of JETS-VC. To evaluate naturalness, each subject
evaluated 100 samples and rated the naturalness of each sam-
ple on a five-point scale. To evaluate speaker similarity, each
subject evaluated 80 pairs comprising the target and converted
samples to judge whether the two samples were produced by
the same speaker with confidence (sure or not sure). Twenty
Japanese adult native speakers without hearing loss participated
using headphones.

4.2. Results of experiments

The results of the objective evaluations are shown in Table 1.
The RTF results show that models with a HiFi-GAN gener-
ator achieved real-time inference, whereas CFS2+PWG and
CFS2′+PWG did not. Because the decoder in CFS2′+HiFi-
GAN had an RF of 3, this model achieved slightly faster synthe-
sis than VITS-VC and JETS-VC. Comparing the results of the
log fo RMSE for CFS2+PWG and CFS2′+PWG reveals that the
target log fo was successfully predicted only from source mel-
spectrograms by the modified variance adaptor. Additionally,
VITS-VC achieved a lower log fo RMSE than CFS2+PWG,
even though VITS-VC has no variance adaptor. Similarly to
the results of JETS and VITS for TTS [3], JETS-VC achieved
a lower CER than VITS-VC, and JETS-VC (re = 2) achieved

the lowest CER. The results of the MOS tests and paired com-
parison tests are shown in Figure 3. For male to female conver-
sion, JETS-VC (re = 2) achieved the highest MOS value and
similarity. For female to male conversion, JETS-VC (re = 3)
achieved the highest MOS value and similarity comparable to
that of CFS2′+HiFi-GAN (ft). The averaged results show that
JETS-VC (re = 3) achieved the highest similarity and signifi-
cantly higher naturalness than the cascade models.

In summary, E2E-S2S-VC could solve the problems (iden-
tified in Section 1) in the conventional cascade S2S VC, and
the proposed JETS-VC achieved higher conversion quality than
the cascade models. Future work includes improving inference
speed by introducing faster generator models [31, 39], investi-
gating efficient training frameworks that require only a small
amount of parallel data [11,17] for practical applications, intro-
ducing neural-network-based data-driven trainable feature ex-
traction (following [5]) to improve the quality of conversion,
and integrating fundamental frequency and speech rate con-
trol [40] to improve its controllability.

5. Conclusion
This paper proposed E2E non-AR S2S VC models by extend-
ing E2E TTS models. In the proposed VITS-VC and JETS-VC,
the input text sequences for TTS are replaced with the source
speaker’s acoustic feature sequences with an RF only for the
encoder, and E2E models including HiFi-GAN waveform syn-
thesizers are trained with MAS without external aligners. The
results of the experiments demonstrate that the proposed JETS-
VC outperformed the cascade non-AR S2S VC models.
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